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Formal characters of finite-dimensional irreducible representations of complex Lie su-
peralgebras are important as they contain a lot of information on the structure of
these representations. Already in his foundational papers on Lie superalgebras, Kac
developed a character formula for the so-called typical irreducible representations of
basic Lie superalgebras, and asked to determine the formal characters of the other
(so-called atypical) irreducible representations. However, this problem turned out to
be quite hard. In the case of the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras osp2|2n, van der
Jeugt [Comm. Algebra 19 (1991), no. 1, 199–222; MR1092559 (92b:17050)] found
a character formula for all finite-dimensional irreducible representations (which are
necessarily singly atypical). But for the multiply atypical irreducible representations
such formulas become more elusive. For the general linear Lie superalgebra glm|n a
lot of progress has been made in the last two decades mainly by work of Serganova
and Brundan who used Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and which culminated in a for-
mula developed by the authors [Adv. Math. 211 (2007), no. 1, 1–33; MR2313526
(2008f:17012)] that expresses the character of a finite-dimensional irreducible repre-
sentation for glm|n as a finite alternating sum of so-called Bernstein-Leites characters.
As a consequence the authors obtained a closed dimension formula that is valid for
any finite-dimensional irreducible representation of glm|n.

Recently C. Gruson and V. V. Serganova [Proc. London Math. Soc. (3) 101 (2010),
no. 3, 852–892; MR2734963 (2012a:17010)] developed a combinatorial algorithm for
computing the characters of the finite-dimensional irreducible modules over any or-
thosymplectic Lie superalgebra ospm|2n. In the paper under review the authors derive
explicit character and dimension formulae for the finite-dimensional irrreducible rep-
resentations of the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras ospm|2 for m ≥ 3. These formu-
lae are obtained from detailed information about the structure of certain generalized
Verma modules. The generalized Verma modules to be considered are those that
are induced from finite-dimensional irreducible modules over the maximal parabolic
subalgebra containing the distinguished Borel subalgebra of ospm|2 and obtained by
removing the unique odd simple root. Note that the generalized Verma modules have
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a proper submodule and modulo this submodule yield the Kac modules for ospm|2.
The authors determine the composition factors of these generalized Verma modules,
their multiplicities, and their submodule lattices. From these results then character
and dimension formulae for the finite-dimensional irrreducible ospm|2-modules and
the other non-irreducible Kac modules are derived. By a different approach Luo [J.
Algebra 353 (2012), 31–61; MR2872435 (2012k:17018)] also obtained the characters
of the finite-dimensional irrreducible ospm|2-modules in terms of the characters of the
generalized Verma modules.

As an application of the results on the structure of the generalized Verma modules
and the Kac modules the authors compute the first and second cohomology groups of
ospm|2 with coefficients in finite-dimensional irreducible modules and in Kac modules.
This generalizes the results by Gruson for osp3|2 [J. Algebra 259 (2003), no. 2, 581–
598; MR1955533 (2004a:17028)] and complements the results of the authors on slm|n
and osp2|2n in [Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. (3) 94 (2007), no. 1, 91–136; MR2293466
(2008f:17034)].
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